Abstract. GD 358 has been observed twice with the WET, four years apart. The basic temporal spectral pattern did not change during this period. Large changes in relative amplitude were observed for the high power oscillations, and noticeable changes occurred on a time scale of a few days. Our physical models must be improved to explain short time scale variations.
Introduction
GD 358 was the primary target of the Whole Earth Telescope in May 1990 and again in May 1994. The observations of 1990 have been analyzed and published. They yielded a remarkable amount of astrophysical information about this DB variable. The second run, in 1994, was primarily to verify the 1990 results, and to explore the possibility that changes in the temporal spectrum occurred on short time scales, as suggested by single-site followup observations in June 1990.
This contribution is in the nature of a progress report; the reduction and analysis is not complete, but several things of interest have emerged that are not likely to change with further work. First of all, a complete re-reduction of the 1990 WET run revealed that two timing errors had crept into the composite light curve during the original, on-the-fly reductions. There is good news and bad news here: the errors were quite obvious and easy to correct, so they should have been caught, and were not. The good news is that these errors had no effect on any of the conclusions drawn in the published paper. In fact, correcting them improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the final spectrum but had no other effects. This tells us that our procedure for combining runs from many telescopes is remarkably insensitive* to occasional errors in timing. We must avoid them, of course, but they do remarkably little damage if they occur.
The total WET coverage in 1990 was the best we had done to date, but we did even better in 1994, as demonstrated by the spectral windows shown in Fig. 1 . By long-standing tradition, we can now take the 1994 window for GD 358 and call it "typical" of WET performance. Even with coverage so complete, there are still artifacts of spectral leakage in the full temporal spectrum, and we must learn to deal with them. More on this point later.
Spectral changes in 1990-1994
Significant spectral changes are indeed seen, but before I describe what changed in GD 358 I should emphasize what did not change, to put things in perspective. In the published paper we identified a series of spectral triplets as i -1, with the three possible m values present (m = +1,0,-1), with the triplets representing successive values for the radial overtone number k. The pulsation power was just barely above measurement noise for some of them (e.g. k -12 and k = 16), but they appeared near the expected frequencies and filled in the gaps expected from the model, built assuming successive integer values of k.
We also noticed that the m-splitting was quite different between triplets with large values of k (which primarily sample the outermost parts of the star) and triplets with smaller k values (which sample regions closer to the core). We interpreted this difference as telling us that the star was rotating differentially, with the core region rotation about 1.8 times slower than the rotation of the envelope. We derived a mass for the star and its absolute luminosity which allows us to compute its distance and compare it with parallax measurements. The two distances agreed, within their own stated error bars.
All of these results are confirmed by the data from 1994, so our use of the same-f, successive k model seems completely justified, and the m-splittings still show differential rotation. As you can see from the spectra shown in Fig. 2 , however, there are very large changes in the amplitude of the high-power oscillations, although the frequen-* I would be tempted to say "robust", but D. Winget hates that word, so I won't use it. cies remain the same, at least for the m = 0 pulsations. The m = ±1 modes are not so well-behaved, sometimes showing significant power outside the triplet structure. This behavior certainly calls into question the use of the small asymmetries in m-splitting to determine the strength of a magnetic field; if a magnetic field is present its effects are far greater, and far more changeable, than we believed. Clearly more analysis is needed here.
The high-fc pulsations are the most affected. The k = 18 mode at 1230 //Hz is much larger in 1994 than it was in 1990, as is the k -17 mode near 1300 //Hz. This mode and the next one (k = 15) show We notice large change in the amplitude of the high power oscillations.
closely-spaced periodicities as they did in 1990, but not obviously with a triplet structure. The following mode, k = 14, was the thirdlargest mode in 1990 and is completely missing from the spectrum taken in 1994. The last mode shown (k = 13) retains the triplet structure seen in 1990, as do the modes at k -9 and k = 8. The splitting shown by these three modes displays the effects we attribute to differential rotation.
Spectral changes during the WET run
The remarkable length and quality of the coverage of GD 358 in 1994 allows us to divide the run into several sections while still retaining adequate spectral resolution, and analyze each section separately. Fig. 3 shows how the pulsations at k -17 and k = 15 changed during the run. Time runs from the top panel downward, and the bottom panel shows the composite spectrum formed from the four separate sections.
Clearly the details of the pulsation power change on a timescale of days, the shortest we can fully resolve, and the changes may be quicker than that. The composite spectrum we develop from a WET run is therefore an integral of spectral behavior that is quite variable, so we will retain only those features in our composite spectrum which persist long enough to make their presence known. Although the 1990 coverage is not as good as 1994, we can do the same slicing operation on the light curve, and show that the changes were occurring then, too; this is not a recent development in the star, only in our understanding of what is going on. We strongly suspect similar effects in PG 1159 as well.
These effects don't really obviate our original analysis of GD 358, or of PG 1159 either, for that matter. The underlying pulsation structure seems to be quite stable, as evidenced by the excellent agreement of the observed frequencies and their corresponding k assignments between 1990 and 1994 observations. We are seeing shortterm, transient effects that modulate the triplet structure but do not wash it out. Combining temporal spectra from different WET runs, and from single-site observations, should allow us to determine accurately the underlying pulsation structure, so we can begin to study the short-term deviations around that pattern, and perhaps extract some physics from its behavior.
Window artifacts
Much of the "grass" surrounding a large-amplitude pulsation triplet is spectral leakage from data gaps, and forms a kind of "pattern noise" we must be careful to identify. Fig. 4 shows a close-up of the k = 8 triplet seen in 1990 (top panel). Because the window was so good, I assumed this stuff was real, and might demonstrate the frequencies were wandering around during the WET run, leaving the imprint of their power behind. To test this idea I synthesized a light curve to match the original data, using only the frequency, amplitude and phase values for each of the three triplet members; the spectrum that results when this synthetic light curve is Fourier transformed is shown in the middle panel.
The "grass" is still there; the data gaps in the original light curve cause spectral leakage that can combine to give a significant region of pattern noise surrounding the triplet. But is this the whole story, or is there some residue that is real? To answer this question I subtracted the synthetic light curve from the original data and transformed this modified light curve. The result is shown in the bottom panel. The "grass" is entirely removed, along with the triplet frequencies; nothing significant remains.
I found this quite surprising: the single-frequency window looked so good! This experiment tells us that we must be very cautious about interpreting small peaks anywhere near big ones, but it also offers us a way to show if smaller peaks are window artifacts, or if they are real. This process is called "pre-whitening" for reasons I have been unable to learn, and is used a lot in the analysis of Fourier transforms. We have to use it with caution: subtracting a (noise-free) synthetic light curve from real data may well remove the synthesized frequencies, and their corresponding spectral leakage, but it leaves the original noise behind. Any further interpretation of the residue must take this into account; it is a usable technique, but far from fool-proof. A high signal-to-noise ratio is essential. Even so, it is safer than using the CLEAN algorithm (a similar removal procedure done on transformed data rather than on the original light curve), which can create significant-looking peaks that are totally bogus, and which the star would be very surprised to learn had been attributed to it.
Summary
The cooperative observing network we call the Whole Earth Telescope allows us to examine variable white dwarf stars for long enough to resolve their pulsation structure, and therefore explore their interiors by the process of asteroseismology. Two WET runs on the DBV GD 358 allow us to compare the temporal spectra obtained four years apart and demonstrate that the underlying pulsation structure is stable. Differences between the two spectra, as well as differences that appeared during the runs, demonstrate that our current models are over-simplified and do not address the variations we see on short time scales. We have the opportunity to improve our models, and therefore our understanding of the physics that has been left out of them, guided by observations of the type reported here. The WET has not run dry.
